
October 20th 2018 marks two important events: the 120th 
anniversary of the ceremonious opening of the Forestry 
House and the beginning of university forestry education 
in Croatia in the premises of  the Forestry House. On Oc-
tober 20, 1898, the Forestry Academy was established 
within the Faculty of Philosophy as the fourth institution 
of higher education of the University of Zagreb. The Croa-
tian Forestry Association fulfilled yet one more basic goal, 
after bringing higher forestry education into Croatia (Ag-
riculture and Forestry College in Križevci in 1860 and the 
beginning of publishing its scientific forestry-specialized 
publication - Forestry Journal in 1877). To learn about and 
manage the most complex ecosystems, the forest, highly 
expert personnel is needed: this was the motto of the poli-
tics of that time (suggested by the Empress Maria Theresa). 
This motto was put to life through the Croatian Forestry 
Association. Unlike present-day politics, forestry and for-
ests were then paid due importance. Implementing the 
principle of sustainability to manage forests that cover al-
most half (47 %) of the land territory of Croatia required a 
different approach to forests and forestry than is used today. 
First of all, the forest should be given back the values it pro-
vides. For many, these values are not recognized, although 
the Croatian Forestry Association as a representative of an 
integrated profession (forestry education, practice and sci-
ence) continuously stresses them. We regret to say that, de-
spite our repeated requests, the competent minister has not 
yet found time to receive the Managing Board of the Croa-
tian Forestry Association to discuss problems arising in a 
part of the department he is responsible for. We do not wish 
to discuss problems on a political but on a professional level. 
Let us wait and see what importance will be given to the 
anniversaries mentioned above.   

However, let us leave politics and turn to leafing through 
Forestry Journal published in 1898 (the twenty-first year of 
the publication). We shall mention here only several of the 
more important articles from the year 1898. First, Editor-
in-Chief was Josip Kozarac, a state head forester from 
Vinkovci, and the journal came out in 12 issues. 

Milan Tordony, the royal forester, discusses the topic of se-
lection forests - examples from Fužine Forest Office - and 
advocates the normal status of a stand to be achieved with 
management practices. The goal is to obtain sustainable 
yield, which depends on the structure of a stand. The text 
and the debate of the renowned A. Kern bears the title 
“Managing selection stands”. Gašo Vac, a forester from 

Krapina, writes about “Forests and forest management in 
the municipality of Donji Miholjac” in general, and then 
about forests owned by landed gentry and by land commu-
nities, in particular about oak forests. Using the topic of 
“Late flushing oak (  Quercus pedunculata var. tardisima Si-
monkai), editor-in-chief Josip Kozarac announces two dis-
cussions: by the royal Hungarian head forester Ivan Földes 
and W. Nikodem, forest manager of Thurn-Taxis in Leke-
nik. S. Partaš writes on the topic of “Ranger’s lodges and 
ranger’s training courses; Aus dem Walde and H. Burck-
hardt write in sequels on protective trees; a) for soil protec-
tion, b) for stand protection, and c) as protective edges; Jos 
Ane, municipal forester, discusses “Vole damage in oak 
stands”; Slavko Sulki writes about “Glazed frost and its con-
sequences on Karst” (the beginning of December in the 
Municipality of Hreljin); head forester Kraft writes about 
“Biological priciples for stand cultivation” (in the forestry 
profession, practice always comes first - forestry issues can-
not be solved a priori by theory, but the task of theory is to 
give scientific explanations of what arises from practice); 
Dragutin Hirc writes in several sequels about “Conifer trees 
and shrubs of the Croatian flora”; Professor J. Partaš dis-
cusses “Oak in a high forest”; F. X. Kesterčanek asks “Do we 
need a Museum of Forestry Association in addition to the 
Academy in Zagreb?” There are also the following articles: 
Forestry and agricultural publications, Laws and normative 
acts, Minutes of management board meetings, State exam-
inations for the forestry profession, Auction sales of wood 
products (as we see, 120 years ago the sale of wood prod-
ucts was based on market principles, while today it is poli-
tics which determines prices and fills the pockets of private 
owners under the pretext of protecting small sawmill own-
ers and stimulating highly finalized production of wood 
products to increase employment), “Miscellaneous news”, 
and others,          

Finally, there is the “Order by the Royal Croatian-Dalma-
tian Government of the Land, Department of Internal Af-
fairs and of Religion and Education” of October 7, 1898, No 
66102, issuing the order of lectures and exams for forestry 
students at the Faculty of Philosophy at the Royal Univer-
sity of Francis Joseph I in Zagreb”, completed with timeta-
bles of lectures, manner of taking exams and others. The 
yearbook ends with a list of members (honorary, founding, 
supporting, and member of the I and II Class).
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